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While  becoming politically becoming politically 
more adventurous, with the more adventurous, with the 
Green Party emerging as a Green Party emerging as a 
small third hill between the small third hill between the 

two mountains dominating 
the Gozitan political land-
scape, patronage networks 
and traditional values remain 
as strong as ever in this bas-
tion of traditionalism. 

Pope Benedict XVi would 

feel very much at home in an 
island which resists divorce 
and same sex marriages, even 
if there is a greater openness 
towards secular values among 
those under 34 years of age.

But while Gozo remains 

a crib of traditional values, 
Gozitans are now yearning 
for the pristine environment 
of yesterday. 

Significantly, a majority of 
Gozitans have lost their awe 
for mega development 

projects, which promised a 
trickle down effect benefiting 
the various strata of 

Nowadays Gozitans seem 
to have rediscovered a love 
for the land which seemed all 
but lost amid the building and 

time of economic crisis where 
employment emerges as the 
greatest concern for Gozi-
tans. 

Still, despite the primacy of 
bread and butter issues and 
the hunger for jobs, Gozitans 

do not perceive mega develop-
ment projects as a panacea for 
the prevailing economic ills.

Projects in Ramla l-hamra, 
Ta’Cenc and hondoq ir-Rum-
mien are all rejected by a ma-
jority of Gozitan respondents. 

This scepticism could be a This scepticism could be a 
response to the transformaresponse to the transforma-
tion of a number of main hotion of a number of main ho-
tels in to blocks of apartments tels in to blocks of apartments 
during the past few years.during the past few years.
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The MaltaToday survey reveals that the tectonic plates of Gozitan politics are less stable than ever.   

The MaltaToday survey reveals that the tectonic plates of Gozitan politics are less stable than ever.   

Both labour and AD are making inroads in an island where the Nationalist Party always commanded 

abour and AD are making inroads in an island where the Nationalist Party always commanded 

a strong lead.
Back in 2003 the PN scored nearly 60 per cent in Gozo, with 

Back in 2003 the PN scored nearly 60 per cent in Gozo, with labour trailing at 41 per cent. AD, 

which scored 0.4 per cent in 2003, has now emerged as a respectable force draining 5.1 per cent 

which scored 0.4 per cent in 2003, has now emerged as a respectable force draining 5.1 per cent 

of the PN’s support in 2003 and scoring four per cent.

of the PN’s support in 2003 and scoring four per cent.

The survey shows that AD’s near miss in last March’s local elections, where it garnered 10 

The survey shows that AD’s near miss in last March’s local elections, where it garnered 10 

per cent of the vote, reflects a regional trend.

per cent of the vote, reflects a regional trend.

Yet apart from losing support to the opposition parties, the PN is also faced by a dis-

Yet apart from losing support to the opposition parties, the PN is also faced by a dis-

gruntled electorate to the extent that 12 per cent of its 2003 voters would not vote in a 

gruntled electorate to the extent that 12 per cent of its 2003 voters would not vote in a 

forthcoming elections and 15 per cent are still undecided on whom to vote for.

forthcoming elections and 15 per cent are still undecided on whom to vote for.

Josie Muscat’s new party has so far failed to leave a mark on the sister island 

Josie Muscat’s new party has so far failed to leave a mark on the sister island 

which is not directly effected by illegal immigration but where the traditional 

which is not directly effected by illegal immigration but where the traditional 

values the new party promotes have deep roots.

values the new party promotes have deep roots.

labour manages to retain most of the support it had in 2003, losing only 

abour manages to retain most of the support it had in 2003, losing only 

two per cent to the party in government and nothing to AD.  

two per cent to the party in government and nothing to AD.  
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employment tops the list of Gozitan respondents’ 

concerns, reflecting statistics showing unemploy-

ment on the rise in Gozo. Official statistics show that 

unemployment in Gozo has risen by 17 per cent from 

December 2003 to December 2006.

Not surprisingly, transport problems top the list of 

concerns in a small island in a small archipelago. Ten 

per cent regard the state of Gozitan roads and transport 

between the two islands as Gozo’s major problems.  A 

further three per cent think that the practically inexistent 

public transport system is Gozo’s top problem.

The environment is the only quality of life issue which 

emerges as a top concern of Gozitan respondents – an indi-

cation that Gozitan concerns are mainly material.  

in fact, like Maltese respondents in other surveys, Gozitans 

regard the cost of living as the greatest problem facing the 

country.  illegal immigration, which does not directly affect Gozo, is 

mentioned as the country’s greatest problem by six per cent of 

Gozitan respondents.

networks
Do you trust Minister Giovanna 
Debono?

Yes      53.9
No     22.6
Not so much     16.5
Don’t know     5.7

No reply     1.3

How widespread is corruption in Gozo?

Very widespread    39.3
There is some corruption  45.7
There is no corruption     10
Don’t know      5

How widespread is corruption in the whole 
country?

Gozitans             All Maltese
Very widespread  

58.7           63.3

There is some corruption
28.7               26.7

There is no corruption
7.6                  0.7

Don’t know
5                    9.3

Have you ever received a favour in exchange of your 
vote?
       
  Gozitans   All Maltese
Yes   11.7   2.7
No  85.7   96.7
No Reply 2.7   0.7

lieve that corruption is 
more widespread in Mal-
ta as a whole than in Gozo 
in particular.  While 39 
per cent think that corrup-
tion is widespread in Gozo, 
59 per cent think that cor-
ruption is widespread in the 
country as a whole.

Gozitans also tend to believe 
that there is less corruption in 
the country than the Maltese as 
a whole.

in a survey conducted last 
month only 0.7 per cent of Mal-
tese and Gozitan respondents re-
plied that there is no corruption in 
the country.  But eight per cent of 
Gozitans believe that there is no co 
corruption in the country and a fur-
ther 10 per cent are blind to corrup-
tion in Gozo.  

Yet the impression that Gozo is less 
corrupt than Malta is contradicted by 
data showing that 12 per cent of Gozi-
tans have received favours in exchange 
for votes.  

Only 2.7 per cent of respondents in the 
country as a whole openly admit to receiv-country as a whole openly admit to receiv-country as a whole openly admit to receiv
ing favours in exchange of votes.

Politically committed Gozitan voters are 
more likely to have received favour in return 
for votes. Twenty per cent of voters for either 
party claim to have received favours in ex-party claim to have received favours in ex-party claim to have received favours in ex
change for votes.

The survey indicates that Maltese and Gozi-
tans perceive corruption differently. Small is-
land inhabitants all over the world tend to rely 
on patronage networks to get access to resources. 
Behaviour which is tantamount to corruption in 
larger communities could be seen as a way of life 
in smaller communities.

Gozo Minister Giovanna Debono, often accused 
of political patronage, still enjoys the trust of the 
absolute majority of Gozitan respondents.  She even 
manages to win the trust of 16 per cent of labour 
respondents. Only 6.5 per cent of Nationalist voters 
distrust Giovanna Debono.
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MePA’s recent decisio
n to issue a 

permit fo
r 23 villas overlooking Ramla 

Bay is d
eemed unacceptable by a stag-

gering 63 per cent of respondents. On-

ly 17 per cent of Gozitans agree with 

MePA’s decisio
n.

Significantly, M
ePA’s decisio

n is n
ot 

even endorsed by PN voters. W
hile 51 

per cent of Nationalist voters d
isagree 

with MePA’s decisio
n, only 34 per cent 

agree.

Since the Nationalist government has 

kept a distance from MePA’s unpopular 

decisio
n, th

e issue has not yet become 

overtly politic
ised.  

The survey shows widespread support 

for the civil society movement which 

took to the streets o
f Valletta in July to 

protest against th
is decisio

n.

As expected, Nationalist voters te
nd to 

show greater support for development 

projects th
an other categories of voters. 

But th
e only project to

 get a majority of 

support among Nationalist voters is
 the 

hondoq ir-R
ummien project.

The project consists o
f a yacht m

arina 

and landscaped residential development 

in a disused quarry next to
 one of Gozo’s 

most popular bathing areas.   

Prime Minister lawrance Gonzi had 

publicly endorsed the project.

Significantly, a majority of National-

ist voters 
also reject development in 

Ta’Cenc.

While the Ulysses lodge and the Ta’Cenc 

developments a
re rejected by an absolute 

majority of respondents, the hondoq ir-

Rummien project is r
ejected by 49 per cent 

of respondents.

Gozitans are evenly split 
on whether 

spring hunting should be allowed.

Gozitans show a greater tolerance to-

wards spring hunting than the Maltese. 

While only 37% of the Maltese support 

Spring hunting, 42% of Gozitans want 

Spring hunting to allowed.
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While a MaltaToday survey in February showed Malta as a 
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the introduction of divorce.   W
hile 29 per cent of th
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the introduction of divorce.   W
hile 29 per cent of th

e Maltese favour gay mar-

riages, only a tenth of Gozitans express th
is o

pinion.

This is
 a clear in

dication that a majority
 of Gozitans are cut off fr

om the 

This is
 a clear in
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om the 
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hich are having a greater im

pact on Malta.

continental secular values, w
hich are having a greater im

pact on Malta.
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s to

 32 per cent.

Significantly, a majority of 
Gozitans have lost their awe 
for mega development 

projects, which promised a 
trickle down effect benefiting 
the various strata of Gozi-
tan society.  

Back in the 1990s, when the 
boom was in full swing, Gozi-
tans expressed little sympa-
thy for Maltese environmen-
talists who were derided for 
wanting to maintain Gozo as 
a “presepju” (crib). 

Nowadays Gozitans seem 
to have rediscovered a love 
for the land which seemed all 
but lost amid the building and 
touristic boom in the 1990s.     

Significantly, the Gozitan 
green renaissance comes at a 
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